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Organic Amarena Cherry Balsamic

Bright and juicy certified organic Amarena Cherry Balsamic Vinegar. A balance of sweet grape 
must and rich, amarena cherry juice, with a versatile flavor balance. Use on salads with mixed 
greens and cherries, or radicchio and duck confit. Perfect in a herb marinade for chicken pork 
or tempeh. In sweet applications its lovely over ice cream, pie, or cobbler—especially with fresh 
cherries. Don’t forget its use in mixology, too!

1511BALS - 6/cs - 200ml 

Abruzzo Monachelle Beans

These eye-catching purple and white dried beans are a little-known varietal outside of the region of 
Abruzzo, Italy. Our producer, Fior di Maiella, found this bean growing voluntarily among his sweet 
Altino pepper plants. He decided to work with nature and let these companion plants flourish together. 
These newly-rediscovered heirloom beans, were cultivated from a handful of seed beans from which 
Fior di Maiella produced a first crop of this long forgotton v.ariety called Monachelle (little nuns) or 
Socere e Nore (mother-in-law and daughter-in-law) for their bold contrasting colors. These beautiful 
beans are grown between crops of Altino Sweet Peppers to replenish the soil, Once ready they are hand 
harvested and dried in small batches. They represent the incredible biodiversity of Abruzzo's food 
crops, a true "cibo ritrovato".  

9103FIOR - 500g - 12/cs 

100% Italian Wheat 
Flour Type "00" 
Finely ground all purpose flour. Suggested uses include to 
make pastry, breads, and pizza. 

9500VER  - 1 kilo 

100%  Italian Wheat 
Flour Type "1" 
A rustic flour rich in protein and minerals. Suggested uses 
include rustic breads and pizza. 

9501VER - 1 kilo 

Molino Verrini Flours of the Field

This special flour, selected by Ritrovo, is produced artisanally at the Verrini Flour Mill in Carpi, near Modena.  Great-
grandfather Millo Verrini began working as a miller at the age of 12, in 1927.  He and his father Dante and brothers Enzo, 
Danilo, and Milvio, dedicated themselves to making the best wheat flour in their area. 
Three generations later, Molino Verrini sources grain exclusively from three direct farms in the Modena and Reggio Emilia 
area:  Azienda Agricola Bertella, Az. Ag. Comagri, and Societa Ag. Martini. These farms grow the best grains of our region 
and deliver it to Molino Verrini just a few kilometers away. The Verrini family carries on the generations’ old tradition of 
producing the highest quality flours in the province of Modena and Reggio Emilia, truly the flours of the local fields.
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Mixed Grilled Vegetables in Olive Oil 

A delicious, versatile and colorful blend of grilled Pugliese vegetables includes peppers, 
carrots, eggplant, zucchini and onions. Lightly pickled and preserved under quality olive oil. 
A perfect topping for bruschetta, served  with cheese, as a condiment in a sandwich or tossed 
with a short pasta for an easy and tasty pasta salad. 

20002VALLE - 9 oz. - 12/cs 

Bella di Cerignola Olives in Brine

Grown in the restricted area of the Municipality of Cerignola from which this olive takes 
its name, the "Bella di Cerignola", has a yellowish color, a firm and fibrous pulp, a strong 
and slightly bitter taste. A perfect savory table olive, makes a great addition to any happy 
hour. These are the perfect size and mild flavor for stuffing with your favorite olive filling. 

20003VALLE - 9 oz. - 12/cs 

Artichoke Hearts in Olive Oil

AVO's crunchy artichoke hearts, selected by RITROVO®, retain the firm texture and bite 
of a fresh Pugliese artichoke with a classic olive-oil based vinaigrette that pairs with all 
types of Italian dishes. They reflect the long-held tradition of seasonally processed 
vegetables that is one of the foundations of Italian regional cuisine.

20001VALLE - 12/cs - 10oz 

Smoked Sun-Dried Tomato Spread COMING SOON

This unique version of a classic southern Italian condiment pairs rich Pugliese sun-dried tomatoes with a natural smoke 
to bring new levels of flavor to crostini, bruschetta, and pasta dishes.  Try this spreadable burst of flavor on meat and 
cheese-based sandwiches, even hamburgers.  Mix with mayonnaise to create your own smoky Italian-style aioli. 

20005VALLE - 7 oz. - 12/cs 

Lampiscioni (Wild Onions) in Olive Oils COMING SOON 

Lampiscioni are a traditional wild-gathered food typical of the Puglia region of Italy. Though called wild onions they are 
actually in the hyacinth branch of the asparagus family (Muscari racemosum). They have the delicate bitterness of that 
familiar vegetable but with the shape and texture of a roasted scallion. These springtime bulbs are lightly pickled anand 
exclusively packed in olive oil for RITROVO.

In Puglia they are used in frittatas and as a garnish for the regional dried bean and dandelion stew--fave e cicoria. They 
can be great atop cooked or pureed beans of any kind. Also, try adding slices to antipasto or charcuterie plates or any 
type of sandwich. They make a great garnish for roasted meats or add to roasted fingerling potatoes or root vegetables. 

20007VALLE - 12/cs 
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Organic 82% Raw Sicilian Almond Cream

Daniele dell’Orco hand processes just two ingredients to make this incredibly smooth but rich 
pastry-quality spread:  raw Sicilian almonds and coconut flower sap. Crafted to purely express the 
unique flavor of Sicilian almonds, it strikes an ideal balance between sweet and bitter. A delicious 
and healthy way to enjoy something sweet. Try drizzled over apples, layer in cakes, serve with 
morning pastries or enjoy a spoonful on its own!

20208CRU - 200 g - 12/cs 
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Casina Rossa Sugo al Vino Rosso, Pasta Sauce with Red Wine

The newest addition to our best-selling pasta sauce line that captures a true regional flavor:  
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo red wine. This sauce tastes almost meaty due to the richness of red wine, 
herbs, and extra virgin olive oil.  Use for any short or long pastas and in making your favorite meat 
ragù . Try with egg pastas for special occasions or use it as a braising sauce with meat or cooked beans. 

80508CAS – 6/cs – 1.5 oz 

Organic 65% Tonda Gentile Hazelnut Spread with Raw Cacao

Daniele dell’Orco of CacaoCrudo hand blends into a creamy richness:  65% raw Tonda Gentile 
Hazelnuts from Piedmont and single origin Peruvian cacao with a touch of coconut flower sap. 
This layered flavor elevates cakes, toast, pastries, and even coffee drink. So versatile it can even 
be used for mole dishes and on cheese plates.

20209CRU - 200 g - 12/cs 
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La Romagna Egg Pappardelle with Umbrian Hemp Seeds

La Romagna favorite thick, wide-cut egg pasta is enriched by local Umbrian, protein-rich hemp 
seeds. Sauce-gripping texture and fresh consistency. Traditionally paired with wild boar and rabbit 
ragus. Suggested for hearty mushroom sauces and red sauces. 

12051ROM - 18/cs - 500g 

La Romagna Celery2 - Sedanini Pasta with Celery from Umbria

Black Celery from Umbria, Sedano Nero, is included in this celery-shaped pasta cut. Fun and 
flavorful! Black celery is a Slow Food recognized varietal with a rich, vegetal flavor. This pasta 
keeps its color when cooked adding a layer of both flavor and visual appeal to a variety of dishes. 
Try serving with a chicken ragu, in soups, or pasta salads.

12052ROM - 12/cs - 500g 

Truffle & Salt Lily Pops  

In collaboration with Indian-American producer, Fresh Flavors, RITROVO is proud to 
present Truffle & Salt Lily Pops. Lily Pops are a delicious gluten free snack made by 
popping wild water lily seeds. This light and crunchy treat is seasoned with Casina Rossa's 
award-winning Truffle & Salt, a heady and aromatic blend of Italian black truffle and 
Adriatic sea salt. The result is sure to satisfy your cravings.

7004RIT – 12/cs – 1.5 oz 

Parmesan Black Truffle "Colorado Style" Potato Chips 

These hand sliced Parmesan Black Truffle Potato Chips are sourced from Rockey 
Farms in the San Luis Valley of Colorado. Made using a high moisture potato known as 
a Harvest Moon which has a beautiful purple skin and yellow flesh (a spud rarely seen 
outside Colorado) and seasoned with Casina Rossa Truffle & Salt & Cheese made with 
foraged black truffles from Italy and real Parmigiano Reggiano cheese from Parma! The 
perfect umami bomb of snacks!

7003RIT - 1.5 oz. - 30/cs 




